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OKAFOR AND BOBCATS TURN TO YOGA
WILMINGTON, N.C. -- No one can accuse 
Emeka Okafor of spending the offseason 
lounging around on the couch and eating mounds 
of ice cream. Especially if they caught even a fleeting 
glimpse of him in the Charlotte Bobcats' training camp.

Okafor, a former NBA rookie of the year, sought out the tutelage of former league 
MVP Hakeem Olajuwon to improve his game and took up yoga to improve his flexibility.

Despite working with weights primarily to improve and tone target areas, the 6-foot-10 forward looks stronger 
and has bulked up nearly 20 pounds since the end of last season.

"It's a new age," Okafor said Thursday, the third day of the team's training camp at the University of North 
Carolina at Wilmington. "The more we learn, the more we take care of our bodies. The better you take care 
of your body, the longer you'll play and the more efficient you'll be."

That kind of approach is a welcome sight for the Bobcats, who have made Okafor the face of a franchise 
trying to make it in a city jaded by a nasty split with its once-beloved Hornets three years ago. He lived up to 
expectations by leading all rookies with 15.1 points and 10.9 rebounds per game in the team's 18-64 
inaugural season, and he doesn't sound content to stand pat.

"I still don't feel like I really deserve that yet," Okafor said of seeing his face on billboards and team 
advertisements around Charlotte. "It's a good honor, but I feel I can't rest on that. I feel like I have to do 
more."

His impressive physique -- the result of a somewhat unconventional workout plan -- proves that.

He credits much of his physical gains to yoga, which he began because he hoped it would improve his 
flexibility. By the end of the summer, he was practicing it three times a week.

"I didn't know it was that beneficial until I actually tried it," he said. "After the first session, I felt pretty good. 
After the first two weeks, you just feel great. Afterward, you just feel so relaxed."

"When I have my yoga session, I'll bust out my mat, go to my yoga master and get cracking."

Okafor also said he shunned long hours in the weight room and skipped the "million squats with 400 
pounds," opting instead to work on strengthening and toning specific muscle groups used in basketball.

Soon he was surprised to step on the scales and find himself weighing 273 pounds, 18 heavier than his 
roster weight.

"I stepped on the scale thinking I had lost weight," he said with a laugh.
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Yet he doesn't feel the added bulk will slow him down.

"I've noticed an improvement in just the way I feel and the way I move," he said. "I'm just more in-tune with 
every aspect of my body. I still feel flexible and able to do what I do."

While that took care of the physical preparation, Okafor contacted Olajuwon through a friend to learn from 
the man who led Okafor's hometown Houston Rockets to two NBA championships. He spent about two 
weeks in August working with Olajuwon at a fitness center in Houston, picking up what he could from the 
retired All-Star nicknamed "The Dream."

Bobcats coach Bernie Bickerstaff figures it was a perfect match, and he's seeing some of the results of 
Okafor's work in training camp.

"I think Hakeem fits Emeka more so than most of the big guys that I've seen," Bickerstaff said. "If you look at 
their body types and their quickness and their spins, I think there's kindred spirits there."

Okafor's biggest challenge in camp so far has been getting into basketball shape, from working on his timing 
to getting used to running up and down the court again after spending the summer working on individual 
skills.

But he sounds content to stay with his new look.

"They say if it's good weight, it'll stay on, so I don't think it's going anywhere," Okafor said. "At first, I had 
some reservations thinking, 'OK, maybe it'll slow me down.' But once I started running full speed I thought, 'I 
can handle it just fine.'"

2007 XAVIER BASKETBALL CAMPS
Day Camps - June 18-21, June 25-28 and July 16-19
Overnight Camp - June 14-17 

Team Camp - June 29-30
Elite Camp - June 8-9

For more information on all Xavier Basketball Camps, please call 513.745.3417 
or send an e-mail to geisenjc@xavier.edu. Camp Brochure and Registration 

Forms are also available online at www.goxavier.com. Click "CAMPS" along the 
left side of the page.
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THE XAVIER INDIVIDUAL WARMUP
Below are the four options we use as warmups in individual workouts throughout the spring. 
In each workout, we choose one of the four to begin with.

A. Getting Open Progression - Guards, Forwards
B. New Daily Dozen - Guards, Forwards
C. Button Hook Series - Forwards
D. New Toughness Series - Posts

A. Getting Open Progression

1. Ways to get open - V cut, button hook and pop, straight cut (coaches' choice)

2. Shots - Both one and two foot layups - 2 shots
 a. Backdoor power layups - 2 shots
 b. Catch, pivot 2 dribble pullups - 2 shots
 c. Catch, pivot 2 dribble layups

3. A coach should mark off two different spots for a player to execute a backdoor, pullup, and layup.  It's a 
coach's decision on what "way to get open" he makes the player execute.

B. New Daily Dozen

-Each of the six executed going L, R

1. Reach out layup - "being chased"

2. Two foot power layup - "put defender in jail"

3. Stride stop, step thru - "you were caught"

4. Across the lane baby hook - "use the rim"

5. Dribble to baseline, sprint, reverse layup with ball in same hand.

6. Down the middle, jump stop, "floater" with right hand only.

-Starts with a player at halfcourt wide sideline in a triple threat position.
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C. Button Hook Series

-2 shots per cut

1. Player starts at the 3 pt. line on the right.

2. Cuts.
a. The passer is at the top, player on the right wing - backdoor button hook score without dribble.
b. Backdoor button hook, pump fake, score without using the dribble.
c. Player has the ball on the right wing and passes to the top, uses a backscreen - button hook score without 
dribble.  On the back cut do not cut off of the screen ballside.
d. Button hook, pump fake, score without using the dribble.

3. A player executes the same cuts from four spots - two wing and both elbows.

D. New Toughness Series

1. (5) Taps with no score   R, L          Finish with a two hand snatch with outlet pass.

2. (5) Front rim bangs squeezing ball with two hands.      Finish with a pump fake score.  "No travel"

3. (8 made) Mikans

4. (8 made) Reverse Mikans

5. (5 made) One Dribble Mikans

6. (3) Backboard slams - Bang the board twice with a finish x3

7. (3) McHales - Tap ball with one hand 5 times and tip it in on the 6th.  A miss on 6th one results in an 
incomplete result.

8. (6) Ball pickups - Shoot with proper hand on each side using shoulder as a weapon.

9. (4) X Out without dribble - Catch a pass from coach after, two hand outlet pass, touching same elbow with 
foot.  Receive a pass from a second coach on the opposite wing.  One leg layup with proper hand.

10. (4) Made jumphooks from the middle L, R - 1- ft. out
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Building a Championship Program with Strength and 
Condition, Alan Stein 

 
“Little Things that Matter”, Sherri Coale, Oklahoma 

 
“The Fastbreak”, Tony Barone, Memphis Grizzlies 

 
Todd Lickliter, Iowa, Fundamentals of Team Offense 
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Steve Fisher, San Diego State, Shooting Drills and End of 

Game 
 

Bobby Cremins, College of Chaleston, Offensive Basketball 
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Alan Stein, Elite Athlete Trainings 
System, Rockville, Maryland 
 
Building a Championship Program With  Off Season Workouts 
-no debate that bigger, stronger, faster wins morevb 
-we do year round workouts 
-communication, toughness, competitiveness 
-communication in all drills 
-take the players out of the their comfort zone 
-Competitiveness –Pat Riley –they thought they could turn it on (post season interviews) 
 
 Kevin Durant is a client  
Work ethic, focus is better than most 
 
Warm-up – standardized 
Set the tone for what we are going to go through 
Effort that is higher requirements gets better response from kids 

1. Tennis ball (partners) – jog and catch in a straight line, spacing-stay out side the 
lane, inside hand only  TALK (call names) and CATCH, FOCUS –drops are like a 
loose ball-GO AFTER IT 

a. Behind the back -1 hand only 
b. Step slide- easy pace 
c. Dive for a loose ball (tennis ball) 1 player holds 2 balls –start 8’ away, 

move back 6” on each catch, DROPPER has 2 balls and drops 1 of them 
after 3 catches change  

d. Quick turns with tennis balls – dropper yells BALL and partner turns and 
tries to catch on 1 BOUNCE 

e. Start in push up position – get up quickly and pick up the loose ball – not a 
dive, partner gets in down position and they switch and do it again 

f. Add a second ball – pick up the first, defense slide into the other one 
CHIN IT TRIPLE THREAT etc 

g. Two ball dance – (in an athletic stance and you can’t touch your knees 
your to high)  Passer has 2 balls moving around dropping them and 
partner has to catch – 2 balls in front drop one (both have hands together 
facing each other, 1 with 2 balls the other one without balls) drop one 
catch it before it hits the ground and catch the 2nd at its highest point 

INVEST 4-12 minutes into your warmup 
 
DYNAMIC FLEXIBLITY 
 there is more productive way of doing stretching than sit in a circle on your butts 
groin, hips, achiles 

1. Heel to Butt  from half court 
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2. Knee to chest 
3. Frankenstein march (stretch hamstring) 
4. Toe point and touch – while you are walking 
5. Frog position to raise up 5-6 reps to a bent over  
6. Side ways lounge touch 1 hand in the middle back and forth –toes cross stretch 

touch your toes before changing directions 
7. Inch worm – walkout into a push position and back up  
8. Same as the inch warm – move to the side –inner groin stretch 
9. Push up – touch opposite shoulder with the other and into quick in and outs with 

their hands on the floor (stay still with the 1 hand push up) 
 

LATERAL EXPLOSIONS 
Ankle cuffs with the rubber band between on 
1. Stretch stance – in 6” out 6” keeping the band stretched if you don’t have them 

use a ball and use your fingers tips to move the ball 6” at a time –hands up and 
active –deflections and steals  Assessment – when they  can do it 3 times back 
and forth without coming out a stance they are getting pretty strong 

2. Hands above your head on your ears– (hip flexor) pop your knee up to your 
elbow / length of the court 

 
PLYOS 

Keys to success in drills is to visualize 
Cones/triangles on the floor –in triangle on the floor in different COLOR  
1. FROM HELP POSITION Sprint to a closeout based on the color the coach holds 

up have a color for a rim touch  
2. Heavy ball outlet with a partner- 3 backboard touches outlet moves around, 

rebounder has to make a quick outlet (reps) 
3. Get backs – 5 cones with a player behind them – point a direction they slide until 

coach says GET BACK  -then next 5 go about 4-5 reps  
4. Baseline – yell “SPRINT” – to the other end “RETREAT” at a 45 degree change 

directions after 3 retreats backwards and then “BREAK” to the other end –1 time 
5. Box 4 players around the jump circle – Commands “1” “2” “3” 

a. 1-touch your corner of baseline  back pedal back 
b. 2-touch  rim and back pedal back 
c. 3-push slide to the sideline and back to the back 

 
CONDITIONING 
 Heavy balls – 5 at both ends , with a heavy ball at both ends 
 Hands on your head and walk –when resting  

 
1. Tip drill – try it for 1 minute – tips with a heavy ball in a circle (and change 

direction) 
2. 8 players around ½ court ..10ft apart kind of in each corner of the ‘box’ which 

is ½ court – sprint around the 1st cone (8 around the court) sprint around the 
1st cone and back pedal back ..2 people in each corner – when the 1st guy is 
done with the 2nd cone and is sprinting to the next corner, the 2nd guy in line 
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goes.. CHANGE TO defense slides to next corner  SUICIDE CORNER is the 
name of the drill 

3. Partner contest around the world spots – 1 partner starts in help –start with 
closeout to 1 corner, contest –hold a 1second box out, sprint back to a 2foot 
rebound –touch the board and get back in a help stance, shooter sprints to ½ 
court and goes to the next spot to pull up for a jumper at the 3pt line  

4. Lane slides – 2 ½ slide steps -1 direction and change direction with a 1 step 
cross over back – get outside the lane – get 5 in (use 3 players ) and make it 
competitive by saying 1st guy is finished and the other 2  players have 2 more 

5. 10 suicides in 10 minutes – you can rest as long many seconds as you can 
when you get back  (finish in 32 secs get 28 secs rest) 

6. ½ team in each corner – sprint full court , z –drill back to a back door cut , to 
FT line to a vertical jump to touch the rim– visualize guarding the ball and a 
back door cut (use the signal  for a back cut) 

 
STRENGTH 
 Year round 
 Each week that goes by you get weaker 2-3 weeks off –BIG decline in strength 
 Do anything to maintain strength throughout the season 
  
DRILLS AFTER STRENGTH TRAINING 
 2 ball drill   -20 at different heights (shoulder, waist, knee), hi/lo, non rhythm  
 Ball handlers – round the waist, figure 8 
  
FINISHER  

Car wash (about once a week)  - to 7 scores -with a heavy ball – 1 dribble 
through  

 2 coaches – coaches foul the heck out of them as they run through a tackle hole  
 between 2 coaches/players  
 
Stongerteam.com 
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“Little Things that Matter” Sherri Coale, 
Oklahoma  

 
It is not what you do, it is how you do it 
Hold them to a standard 
Make them do it over 
 
North Carolina Fast break drill (4 minutes for a score) 
Rebound line 1 line in front of the board –catch it at its highest point, 
at both ends 
Outlet line –yell outlet  DIRECT DRIVE  
Opposite wing –calls for it, catches and makes layups (+1 clean, 0 make, -1) 
Opposite end rebounding line –rebounds and drills to other rebounding line 
Rotate from line to line  
 
Practice planning is the single most thing you do to get you team better. It requires time, 
energy , and thought. 
Practice plans – have a thought for the day  (1st one of the year  “The most thing you 
are doing is what your doing while your doing it”)  in the email age  
Offensive emphasis  - like CUTTING or SCREENING, REBOUNDING, or OUTLET, 
HAND TARGETS 
Defensive emphasis  - like CLOSEOUT short vs drivers 
 
Multi – tasking is being shown not to help you be successful as the ability to FOCUS 
FIRST 5 in everyday in practice –not necessarily the same drill but the same focus 
Shoot, handle, rebound, 5-0 offense, stretch 
The most ritualistic people in the world are ritualistic FOCUS 
 
Offensive concept 
 Center the basketball – we want the ball in the center of the floor 
 The ball can see if it is the middle third of the floor it cans see 
 Every 2-3 seconds get the ball in the middle (pass it or drive it to the center) 
 
Post 
“Get your jersey numbers to the ball” if you teach them 1 thing it is this 
 
Echo concept 
 Basketball to be effective needs to be talked about NON STOP 
 We probably run more for punishment than anything else 
 How do you do it? INCOPORATE it into practice 
  Start, stops and turns – “echo it” 
 Tell 1 player – he has to echo it 

You did exactly what I asked you to, but ZERO more, what can you add? Talk to 
each other all the time 
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Why is this important? We change defenses – and all 5 players have to hold up 
the call for that defense 
Talk echo even if it is wrong that is good because it helps all players get on the 
same page 
 

Enthusiasm 
 Clapping school – clap –command –define it DO IT if you going to DO IT 
 
Walking the arc 
 When we set and use screens we receive screens by ‘WALK the ARC’ vs V-cut 
 It spreads the floor for cutters, driving lanes 
 
Mass group 
 Catching kids of doing things right 

Start/stop in triple threat  - and CATCH THE KID DOING IT RIGHT they all try 
Better 

 
PRESSURE RELEASES 
 1 on 1 at the top   and 1 on 1 on the wing  (2 on 2) 

a) back cut –shorten the pass and back cut 
b) on ball screen – go to the basket 
c) blind screen – post flash back door –if wing O/D are even through it to the open 

space 
d) dribble ‘at’ 
 
Point guard with lots of pressure – finally gets a wing entry pass 
Tendency is to stand or go away – which takes the pressure off that pressure 
defender 
INSTEAD  

1. Basket cut or 
2. Back screen him 

 
 
TEACHING POINT ON OFFENSE 
 We don’t feed the post from above the FT line (can’t get #s to the ball) 
 Position dribble to feed 
 Fake a pass to make a pass –decide how you want to feed and fake the other way 1st  
 Not 97 fakes – just 1 fake  
 
SECOND CUTTERS 
 Back to the ball – to screen the defense 
 Flair screen – back to the corner 
 Back screen – and slip -2nd cut 
 On ball screen – and slip -2nd cut –wait on them so you can read your second cut 
 Defense switch screens – 2nd CUTTER – slip the screen to score 
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BLOCKING OUT 
Forward pivot – chest, swim and lift your hands  (What are you going to rebound 
with, your forehead?  -GONZAGA men Jerry Krause 

 In the post SWIM (no chest up) 
 Face guard offense rebound 
 
USE YOUR IMAGINATION 
 No one knows what your team needs more than you 
  
X passing drill  4 out 2 in alignment (lines) 
 2 balls – right hand left hand flick pass, post feed, post X-pass to the top opposite 
 follow your pass  --talk, feet in the air on the catch, correct hand, hand target 
 Competitive (no bobbles, no deflections) 
  make 25 clean passes  
  add  2 defenders in the pass 
  add wing defenders 
Inverted X passing 
 A DD – the feeds from the CHANNEL (middle third of the floor) 
 1 line in the middle 
 Wing starts with the ball (post front) Center it, Post feed it (numbers to the ball) 
 Rotate lines at the top 
 Add defenders  
 
 
 
ZONE OFFENSE 
 Rule – who is guarding me and where did he come from 
 Principles vs an offense 
  Short corner 
  Go where they aren’t -gaps 
  X-offense – they can’t cut hi or short corner  
  You cut by reading where the defenders pick people up 
 
Say something that matters when talking 
 
3 Things  
 If you do your team will be better 

1. Meet with your players regularly, know them inside and out, goals, aspirations  
2. Write notes (that is not sending and email) in pen  -players, coaches, admin, 

teacher. Take the time to do it.   
3. Stay fresh as a coach with the game. It is easy to get to busy.. that you don’t 

change and expose yourself to different things. Keep learning and growing. 
 
Email – she answers 
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“The Fastbreak” Tony Barone Memphis 
Grizzlies  

 
3 coaches had to tell St Peter what Easter is to get to heaven  
 1st – describes Thanksgiving 
 2nd –describes Christmas 

3rd –described Easter – the entire story to St 
Peter not finished add ground hog to Jesus  
resurrection coming out 6 more months 

 of coaching 
 
Fast break – have to have that mentality into your game 
If you are committed to the break work on it daily 

• Pass and catch on the move daily 
• Can’t stop the ball in practice you must finish drills with the fast 

break 
• Define the shots you will accept What are you committed to as 

far as the 3pt line 
• Every drill is a conditioning drill 
• Rebounding is critical and LONG rebounds are more critical 5 

man game  
• Be willing to advance the ball on a pass or a dribble 
• You must run on makes and misses 
• The weakest link of a fast break team is TRANSITION 

DEFNSE-so push vs fastbreakers 
• Pick and rolls – and you must clear the pick with a minimum of 

2 dribbles (for angles) 
• No disappointment LAGS on OFFENSE or DEFENSE 

 
Practice – every thing you do is mirrored in the practice …slippage occurs if you don’t 
demand enough 
 

1. 3 man weave  -UP and BACK  
a. start close TIGHT 
b. get wider  ½ WAY 
c. touch the sideline  WIDE 

2. 5 man weave with a trailer/big 
a. 4 passes to score – lanes up and back always pass it ahead 
b. 1 trip / 2 trips / 3 trips 

3. Shooting Drills – are they shots you get in your offense? Dual purpose drills 
a. 2 lines at the top / 2 balls / 2 dribble pull ups / change lines 
b. move to wings/ middle drives / 2 dribbles / pullup at elbow 
c. FT Extended / drive at elbow/ spin dribble / hook shot / out side the lane 
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d. Mid  point jumpers (between lane and 3pt line)  drive from FT extended. 
same as above 

e. Same spot as d. / baseline midpoint drive / spin middle / running jumper 
middle   

 
4 Fast break endings (transitions) 
When you stop the break can you run your secondary break as a go to set or do you 
have pull it out 
Notes – post runs to rim, looks for ball, goes to  HIGH BLOCK 
Every pass is a SCORING PASS 
Every cut is a SCORING CUT 
Don’t give up on your cut the toughest team through late passes to their cutters 
 
1st transition ending  (THRU named for the point guard)  
1st look is to the post (5) 
Point (1) scoring cut and goes opposite wing 
Reverse ball to top (4) 
Opposite wing (2) is back cutting  and then cross screen for the post (5) 
On wing entry reversal – trailer screens down for the back cutter/cross screener  - 
screen the screener play – pops to top for a 3 
(5) man comes up for a screen and roll to block 
(4) man comes up to the top for reversal 
(2) reverses it to wing and ball screens for him and (5) ducks in 
 
Who determines what you run? Coach? Point Guard? Pass you make 
On these endings the point guard determines it 
What did my guy do last time 
 
2nd transition ending (STRONG with the SHUFFLE CUT) 

(1) cuts to the strong side 
(5) steps up to screen – for a shuffle cut –if you don’t get it turn around and cross 
screen 
(4) into cross screen ..same ending of the breaking  

 
3rd transition – (STRONG pushes him to the corner ) if the point guard pushes the wing 
through  and FLEX CUT INTO it  ..flex cutter turns around and cross screens ..keep 
going –option – flair instead of flex 
 
4th transition –every time we have pick the picker …(switch to a down screen) 
 
5th transition –GO ..make the pass start your back cut..and stop and pop, trailer sets a 
diagonal screen down the 3point line and the cutter has all the motion option cuts (curl, 
back cut, flair) the screener (4) turns around and goes to get the ball as fast as he 
can..weakside cut immediately…into flex screen, the screener after a flex cut, the 
opposite wing back cuts as usual ..cross screener comes to the top to get into flex 
action 
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6th PISTOL after FT’s 
 -wing steps to mid point toward the elbow and steps up with a flat screen 
-trailer is screening for the flat screener (who the play is for) and slips (trailer set the 
screen quickly) 
-fall into the rest of the action (downscreen and curl opposite into the rest of  the break) 
-option – pass it the flat screener for a handoff 
  
 
DRILL – run the options in trips   
 
Address for  
Tony Barone 
FEDEX Forum 
Memphis TN 38103 
Attended Nike clinic in Las Vegas – send break  
 
Have belief, have a system and stick with it 
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Todd Lickliter, Iowa, Offense 
Fundamentals 
 
We value working smart over working hard    
 
Greyhound bus driver: “I have Good news and I have Bad 
News, we’re making great time but we’re lost” (work smart) 
 
We teach in progressions 
 
Ball Handlers 
We teach 2 things to be able to do 

1. Push it to go by people 
2. Pull it to get away from people 

 
Ball handling progression Drills  (in a stance with a vision) 

• Push pull on the side 
• Push pull In front 
• Other hand repeat 
• Pull back crossover in place -2 up push steps/ 2 back push steps / 

crossover 
• Repeat this time fake the cross over / push up forward (inside out dribble) 
• Change hands and repeat –they are going sideways across the court 

Break the count – 1 on 1  all over the court ..see the floor –coaches 
walking around randomly call for a pass / defense is trying to get a 5 
second call 

• 3 lines (2 minutes)  -middle line is a team - they go 3 man weave down  / 
outside lines are a team – while 3 man weave is going on they sprint to a 
cone at FT extended other end and get back / after middle team shoots a 
lay-up they turn around and transition into a 3 on 2 / the shooter from the 
middle team retreats back into a 2 on 1 and then the drill repeats 

o 3 balls in to start the drill take 1 away on each turnover game over 
when there are 3 TO’s   

o 4 minutes (2 minutes and rotate) 
o 2 on 1 rule if they get IN YOUR PATH pass it if they don’t lay it up 
o Keep score – end of clock defense/offense vs 3pt line 

 
“Pass the ball with the same precision we shoot with, close doesn’t go in” 

“Good shooting teams are good passing teams” 
 

• 1 on 2 dribble –attack cross the court the defense gives the offense 
uses the pull back dribble attacking the outside shoulder, change 
direction when he gets in front of you/ rotate with the players 
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• Bull in the middle – keep away with 2 passers and defender in the 
middle, get in a stance -5 passing lanes –ear, ear, hip, hip, head  - 
show a hand target / defender is going to drop step the direction of the 
pass, same as if you were trapping / ‘air pass’ – similar to air ball in 
that it was a bad pass, Did you hit him in the hands? How long can you 
hold on to the ball  

• 12 second drill –from Bull in the middle using the pull back cross over, 
coach yells switch it for new man to get in the middle 

• Circle traps passing – 5 man in a circle with 3 defense in the middle, 
defensive roles 2 trappers and 1 interceptor after the pass is made by 
offense (5 players) to another defense rotates to 2 trappers and an 
interceptor  

• 3 vs 2 press offense in the back court (trappers, inceptors) offense has 
a  guy at other end, as soon as the ball cross ½ court they pass it to 
that man for a layup and the offense turns around and goes the other 
way, the guy at the other end stays, offenses 3rd guy is at half court 
with a ball and the convert the other way, keep score, make it take it 
(turn your back, around your back is a change of possession) 10 
seconds is not part of the game bc they are at a disadvantage 

• 4 on 4 on 4 – 2 guys at ½ court trailers –Kentucky cut throat press 
game style, put time and keep score -2 for Turnover, -1 if you take a 
bad shot, panic etc and miss it, 0 if you make a bad shot, 2’s and 3’s 
for good makes  ** great adder to our drill – add shot selection scoring 
to get the shot we want 

• Numbers game alignment 5 across the FT line with 5 on baseline / call 
a name that person stays at the other end, defense goes back to a 
diamond defense pick up a man  - play live, convert into press defense 
from offense, 4 offense on 5 defense the other way,  3 possessions 
and keep score and then change spots  EMPHASIS – offense needs 3 
outlets (reverse, middle, sideline)  

 
Half court – any shooting drills in practice the emphasis on shooting and 

passing 
 

• Partner up in a line– jump stop in the paint, partner is behind him, 
driver pushes it to the paint and jump stops with eyes on the rim, the 
cutter is behind him and he goes to a wing of his choice and calls for 
the ball, driver waits to hear from him before passing GAME – 1st team 
to 4 or a game with a who team scores an amount 

• 4 players 2 balls – middle drive, jump stop, kick to 3, rotate in a circle 
 
 
Transition defense – you can guard anyone for 30 seconds and don’t get pre occupied 
with switching back 
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Avoid extending defense to build a wall, shrink the floor, we try to get inside the defense 
on offense 
 
On ball screens make their team help, if we can get 2 people on the ball we can get find 
the open man 
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Ben Braun, Offensive Concepts,  
University of California 
 

1. Get easy baskets 
2. Execute in the ½ court 

 
1. Player movement and ball movement (without both you will 

have problems) 
2. Spacing  
3. Penetration –schemes within your offense 
4. Get to the FT line –big deal if you shoot a high % if you 

don’t get there 
5. Does your best player have opportunities to score within your scheme? 
6. End of clock situations 

 
 
2 balls 3 guys shooting drill (passer, rebounder, shooter) 
-pass to inside shoulder wing to elbow shots – skip pass and chest 
-2 feet in the air or 1-2 step into shot (whatever way you can score) 
-rebounder keeps his hands at least as high as his ears 
-keep score make it competitive 
 
Getting open shots 
Draw the up the line defender into you by showing a lob hand before cutting 
 
Pop out to the wing and catch with an inside pivot on the wing or reverse pivot and go 
 
Catching the ball square up, shot fake and drive middle/baseline 
 
Point guard to a wing pass 
-work on give and go 2 on 1 defender –inside or outside 
 
Dribble at’s –point to wing,  4 things you  can do 
-work on dribble at’s 1 o1 on the wing make the cut back door, into a post up, or into a 
dribble handoff popping back up to the wing, last is to fake the handoff and drive it with 
the point guard 
 
Shallow cuts –shallow loop (off a wing dribble at) 
Why? Gets your good player in the middle third for a catch and drive, back door cut 
 
X cut – shallow cut from dribble at from a 2 guard front and then X cut END OF CLOCK 
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You can reverse the ball then x-cut infront of the man you passed it to, receiver looks to 
drive it off the back off the x-cutter.  Use the trailer in transition to create a miss match 
or an easy drive at the end of the clock 
 
2 guards to 1 posts  (3 on 3 shallow cut, x-cut , play) 
-same play put the post at the HIGH POST – shallow cut / reverse it / x-cut off the high 
post / drive or throat to the high post for a 3pt shot, if he can’t shoot the 3pt shot ball 
screen 
Shallow cut –high post move to opposite the ball, flair screen and slip 
After showing it to them play 3 on 3 and read –use all the things we just learned 
DRIBBLE ATS, SHALLOW CUTS, XCUTS, BACKCUT, POST UP into HANDOFFs, 
GAP DRIBBLES, 
We take our plays and put them in breakdown situations to make the players read. 
Learn how to play within the play 
 
4 on 4 – half court no post– same concepts as ABOVE 
 
5 on 5  post in–same motion concepts when it gets to the top the post comes up to set a 
flat screen –blind rear screen and pop for a 3 pt shot for the screener  -good end of 
clock play –called STRAIGHT ON –for the straight on screen the point to use the screen 
either direction, draw the help and kick to an open player, point is difficult to guard 
because you don’t know which way his going to go. If post isn’t a 3pt shooter, screen 
and re screen  
 
The other thing to do to counter that –angle ball screen and roll with one post (vs hedge 
defense) and pop the other post out opposite elbow, stagger away after passing to the 
post popping..-counter is to duckin the opposite post into the block on reversal  
 
Basketball is a game of counters. Build counters to what you do on offense 
There is only so many ways the defense can guard us if we are setting screens 
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John Thompson III, Georgetown, Zone 
Offense  
 
Talking to one of his players  

“What do I talk to the coaches on zone offense?” 
“Coach, tell them to recruit shooters.” 

 
• 3 Lines dribble up and back, make dribble moves to warm-

up –hand on top of the ball  
 
First 45 minutes warm-up and fundamentals 
 
We don’t practice with a whistle. Players get used to you talking in practice.  –Pete 
Carrill 
 

• Lay-ups – no dunk dribble moves 
• Drive baseline – spin baseline and drive 

We don’t get lay-ups like you do in lines. We do get 3-4’ shots pseudo contest lay-ups, 
so we try to shoot those kind in practice. 10 minutes each day on different kinds of lay-
ups 

• Lay-up lines – drive baseline, reverse dribble back to the top of the key extended 
/ rebound line cuts to the corner while dribbler is driving baseline, comes out 
when the dribble comes out of the corner.  It is important that the man cutting to 
get the backdoor lay-up sprint to the ball to get his man to chase him to set up 
the back door cut 

• 2 lines across from each other FT line extended -4 minutes, 1 line passes to the 
FT line area other line cuts to the FT line for the shot. Goal is to make a certain 
amount. Then the change the shot line and passing line to top / corner shots. 1 
minute each are get to 10, 3 balls. 4th spot is other corner.  Shoot get your own 
rebound, pass go to the end of the line.  Goal from the 4 spots is to make 80. run 
for all under 80 (20 from each spot) 

 
“The best guys don’t always get to play. It is the guys who remember what the coach 
tells them to do and do it who play.” 
 

• 3 lines vs top of the 2-3 zone – loop a wing into the very middle of the zone in 
front of the center of the zone. On the catch he passes it to open 3pt shooter (top 
or wing). Add slappers on the catch.  Rotate lines.   

• 2 guard front – 2-3 offense vs. 1 guard front, with forwards out, center in.  Wing 
entry and go through - you maybe open at any time, as the game goes on look 
for different place to be open. Center the ball back to the top. We may have a 2 
on 1 we can reverse it to that wing.   Post is trying to find a gap. Wing from the 
overload does the shooting drill cut (loop into the middle of the zone in front of 
their zone) to catch it in the middle. Good center we started weak side and quick 
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reversal for entries. Post tries to post up lower vs. the zone to create that whole 
in the middle for that loop cut to the middle. Middle cutter looks for 1-shot 2-post 
3-3pt shooters. When you leave go out opposite corner from where you came.  
Now there is a new middle cutter (he calls it an ‘overload’ guy who loops in front 
of the center).  There is no right answer to when you cut to the ‘overload’ 
position. Cutter needs to go when he sees the biggest who in the middle.  
Biggest question to answer is when should I overload and when shouldn’t I.  We 
align the floor with 4 out so it can go either way to start the offense. Sometimes 
we use a cut to serve the same purpose as a screen (from post players) bc if you 
flash from opposite a guy may follow you which served the purpose a screen did 
vs. the zone, it moved a guy out of the area he wanted to guard.  Post has no 
rules, he slides along the baseline. Counter: go opposite on the cut to put a 
different player in the ‘overload’ position.  Ball fakes work like screens to force 
people out of their areas.  We have to look for penetration. We need to look to 
get our big man involved.  We through it down to the short corner (post) a lot.  4 
out positions – I like to be interchangeable, so we call forwards out. Pass to the 
forward on the wing and he dribbles up. Passer cuts/loops through to where he 
pass it, opposite side exchanges to get the forwards out.   Off of this offense they 
have the freedom to make plays.  The cutter has to cut in a way that he is open 
or he draws attention of zone defenders, if you don’t get it get out opposite.  

 
After they start to learn our pattern and start to match up we let them.  After we have 
been working the overload (keep the ball on one side to ensure they are matching up).  
Then I dribble over, ‘overload guy’ cuts behind him and dribble over guy basket cuts to 
that middle position.  Stays in the post.  
 
 
“The way we play creates lots of running AFTER it gets to ½ court vs sprinting it to ½ 
court”  Sprint around in the ½ court to be more difficult to guard. 
 
 
 
DRIVE DRILL – 70% of the backdoor cuts we get 
 Dribble at – cutter needs to read the way he is playing to decide to BACKDOOR 
or come around for HANDOFF or come around for EUROPEAN 3pt shot.   The driver 
does not know what the cutter is going to do, so the defense cant know what they are 
doing.   Work on it 2 on 2. They run it from a 1-2-2 set (5 out).  Cutter make a decision 
quickly so you don’t confuse the dribble at man.   
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John Brady, LSU Basketball  
 
High school coach for 6yrs and then got an assistant job at 
Miss St for 8yrs  
Samford Univesity – 6yrs 
New Orleans –w Tim Flyod  
LSU – 11 yrs 
 
Hi/Lo offense -currently 
Tyrus Thomas, not in the top 200 recruits, hs team had a 
losing record 
 
2 Things that we think our important 
1.  Responsibility + Accountability = Success 
Tell the kids what are there responsible for –EASY 
Keep them accountable –HARD 
2.  Meaning what you say and saying what you mean is good coaching.  Challenge 
players to be better than they thought they could be.   
 
You get what you tolerate. Don’t let things fester on your team. Bad passes, details, 
touch lines, be direct, hold them accountable. You will then get what you want to get.  
 
Evaluation of players 
Physical things are obvious. 
Is he tough? Is he competitive? What kind of character does he have? 
Concentrate on these things as you build a team 
 
This year vs last years team. Won by 6.3 games last year, this year lost by 6.7pt on 
average. What was the difference? Some is players? The ability to win close games is 
crucial. 
 
It is tougher to coach in today’s day than any other time. Parents, admin, media, 
internet, etc.  
 
For any team to win, they have to think defensively.  Player don’t do workouts by 
themselves working on defense.  
Our 1st few workouts are all defense and rebounding to get them thinking that way. 
Breeds unselfishness.   
 
Press Offense and Transition offense 
 
Started with all have a ball in a line at ½ court. Drive to the FT line extended, crossover, 
drive at elbox, crossover, go in for a layup. Change sides and the method of crossover.   
Change direction change speeds.  
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5 sets of lines ¾ speed - 1 line is a set so 2 ½ trips  
 
Press offense 
THIS IS A SET PLAY 
2 man is the inbounder (vs. the 4 man) –if you know they are going to press you 
1 man is ballside elbow 
3 man is elbow extended to the 3pt line 
4 man ballside sideline 
5 man weak side sideline 
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Billy Gillespie, Kentucky, Pressure 
Defense 
 
The largest turn around at UTEP and Texas AM 
 
Half court shell  
Full court shell 
Diamond drill 
3 on 4 
4 on 5 
5 on 3 transition defense 
Last second plays 
 
Philosophy 
It is hard to be good in pressure defense because you have to bring it as a coach 
everyday and some coaches aren’t willing to do that.  Do you want to pressure the ball? 
Or not pressure the ball? Front or Not front? Rebound –block out or pursue? Force 
baseline or middle? How much time do you want to spend on it in practice? (we spend 
50%, and get better as the season goes) How many times do you want to foul? How are 
you going to use your hands on defense? 
 
Butt to the ball, Belly to the man-denial 
We want 2 guys guarding the ball all the time 
Make them catch it beyond the NBA 3pt line 
Jump to the ball, play them before the catch 
5 guys talking every single possession on defense 
CLAPPING, TALKING or RUNNING –it is up to you in our practice, it creates 
enthusiasm and energy 
Put all players in all positions on shell 
 
Shell drill (start at opposite coaches box with 4 out) 
-attack the ball at ½ court, make him pick it up, pass it early 
-aggressive all 5 foul they can only call 1 
-the offense cross dribbles and wings cross before going into passing it and jumping to 
the ball 
-on the command DRIVE IT guard penetration HELP/RECOVER 
-3 groups of 4 30seconds each, drop in seconds as you go through the seasaon 
-on the command CUT they basket cut and fill the 4 spots, we want a collision on basket 
cuts 
-on the command DOWN SCREEN they do down screens teach the kids to SLIDE 
through the gap vs run through the screen..add DRIVE IT when ever the coach calls it. 
-on the command BACK SCREEN same –they can go back to the beginning and cross 
w/dribble and wings before starting , yell DRIVE IT anytime and it is live 
-on the command FADE SCREEN (flair) 
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-add a post player and defense, play behind the post and work on COVERING DOWN 
on the post feed, work on the technique for all players, offense stays stationary, when 
DRIVE IT is called posts set off and it is live 4 on 4 
-add BEAT and help the guy BEAT rotates to guard the guy who has 2 players and has 
to pick up the next pass, we are in a transition defensive situation, you don’t have a man 
anymore, you are beat and have to scramble rotate and pick up nearest open man 
-add 5 guys against 4 BEAT and ROTATE to pick up 
 
FULL COURT SHELL 
Same 7 things we work on in ½ court shell 
2 players in each corner, 4 on the team (BLACK JERSEY’s) 
4 on 0 motion (WHITE JERSEY’s) –run motion offense into shot into rebound coverage 
into transition defense, coach passes a second ball to the BLACK JERSEY’s while the 
shot is in flight, offense lets the shot ball go and guards the ball in transition. BLACK 
falls into SHELL positions and the coach calls out the shell commands (same 7 things 
from above) 
You can run many groups of 4. They start from the same end. So those who finished 
the drill run back and get in line at the other end 
 
DIAMOND DRILL 
4 on 4 – 1 gd front with post in  
- start with wings crossing under the basket (force them to change sides on the 
ball/positions on defense) 
-catch it on the wing and DRIVE it hard, middle or baseline drive, and you will probably 
skip it, if the skip it, that wing DRIVE’s it middle/baseline Goal: help on drivers, closeout 
and shooters on that skip, fronting the post, helping from the post. Influence where the 
ball goes. Add cross screens 
 
5 on 4 (to teach guys to jump to the ball, contest shots, and compete) 
the game is if defense gives up an uncontested shot they have punishment ½ court and 
back  
 
3 o n 3  transition defensive drill BLACK on Offense WHITE on Defense 
-start 3 on 3 live until a score or a stop, 2 guys on the defensive WHITE team are on the 
baseline and they convert on offense to run 5 offense on 3 players that are on defense 
 
Guys that average 8 rebounds a game go to the next level 
 
 
END of game Play for 3pt shot 
Double stack opposite – down screen with 3man on 2man (opposite block) 
-3 man fakes the down screen and slips thru the double stack to the corner for a 3 point 
shot 
-2 man stays and if it doesn’t go to the 3 man for a 3pt shot, the point keeps his dribble 
and drives to the elbow of the best shooter for handoff 3pt shot, and then the point goes 
baseline around the same stack play for a 3pt shot  
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The whole thing is competing 
Get people in your program 
Prepared every single day 
Passion – if you want to be good, if you want to win you can do it 
Eliminate distractions-get them off your team 
What are we prepared to do? Are you prepared to win? Or are you prepared to lose?   
You can’t say we didn’t have good enough players 
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Bob Huggins, West Virginia, Match up 
press 
 
Match up defense  
Start 1-1-3 
Rules  
-3 have all penetrating passes 
-1 second in stack takes 1st pass to a wing 
-Post fronts  
-2 boxes  on the court, don’t let them switch boxes 
-Let them catch in the box we want them to 
-Don’t let it in the circle (run and sit story, run in practice/sit in the 
game) 
-Make passing lanes longer for post feeds 
-Go back and look at the passes that hurt you are the direct passes 
-Be in the line for a direct pass (over under or around passes, not thru us) 
-No straight line drives, play his top shoulder 
-In line away from the ball with all the other guys 
-Guard all flashes (they already in the line) 
-Rotate with 3  on the 1-1-3 
-Trap anywhere 2 on the ball, 2 anticipators, 1 protector 
-The 1 -1 guys 1 is out the other is in –the circle around the ft line 
-The slides need to be learned for the 3 on the baseline the wing drops to cover the post 
on a post feed, switch  
-Same slides full court  
-Full court same keep in a box, don’t get beat middle 
-Slow them down  1 in 1 out (pulley system) 
-Trap them on bad spacing on the wing 
-Rotation full court is the same (basketman rotates out superman takes the ball) 
-Over, under, not thru passes 
-Read the shoulder of the passer it gives away how he is passing 
-What kills this press is getting the ball on a direct line to a pass to the middle 
-Trap as long as they have it in the box, when they switch boxes it is difficult 
-Get to the ball, take the shortest route and get there in a bad mood 
-To speed them up no pulley system, you stop reversal pass  
-Drill 5 on 4 defense on the post, cant through the fist pass to the post but after that they 
can and he can score 
-5 on 4 –don’t match up on the point, points rule –he can only score in the paint 
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Steve Fisher, San Diego St 
Fundamentals, Shooting 
 
4+1 shooting (missed this drill) 
 
Stationary 
 
Off the move  
Passing line has a ball  
Cutting line –cuts, shoots, follows his shot 
Passing line –cuts immediately after he passes -same 
 
Make 5 before you miss 3 – around the horn, 2 balls, 3man (shooter, passer, 
rebounder) you win going around the horn 
 
7531 Conditioner 
7 times get under the rim, cuts out for a shot, rebound his own shot, gets under the rim 
and cuts back out 7 times, change spots/sides, sprint down and back and do 5 times, 
continue 
 
Shooting game 
Beat the pro 
Score 10 – 1 layup with 1 dribble, 3 point shot, 2 pt shot – around the horn 
 
Fast break drill-need easy baskets to win 
3 times a week 
Designate inbounder (usually 1 of 2 people) 
Wing line at both ends  
2 players with a ball in rebound position O/D 
Start with a toss it off the glass round YOUR INBOUNDERS rebound and stay, the 
outlet it. OUTLET man, takes 1 dribble and kicks it to the other end posts, who are 
doing the same thing, who catches and passes it to the outlet guy who had sprint the 
floor. You can work on the quick inbound.  He does let the point guard get it in quickly if 
bigs are not around.  OUTLET line take the ball with your back to the sideline 
 
We call our fastbreak FIRE 
 
We script our first 3 offensive plays, zone or man we run that play 
 
4 out 1 in play 
1 passes to wing and basket cuts, 5 posts and ball screens, and the other players, on 
reversal 4 and 3 set a stagger (like our SLOB box 5) for the post player, 4 pops to the 
elbow for hi low, end with a flair screen  
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Free Throw Play 
2nd guy gets away as far as possible away –can’t use in high school  
 
4 seconds to go play 
 
Leave you with thought 
If you are good you have a love for it and its not work 
Love what you do, and do what you love, you have the best job in t 
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Bobby Cremmins, College of Charleston, 
Building an Offense   
 
Always have a backdoor play at the end of games 
Free flowing offense philosophy 
Know your personal and use them properly 
 
PRIMARY 
WHITE shirts 1 end   BLACK shirts the other end 
3 on 2 – start at opposite ends    
PRIMARY BREAK 
Number lanes – the run trips and everyone has to get a layup (5trips) 
Add primary options -  1 to 2 to 5, 1 to 3 to 5, 1 to 2 to 3, 1 to 2 to 1 
 
MISSED SHOT BREAK 
-it is important to figure out who you want to handle the ball 
he lets all handlers play point, so the rebounder plays point 
emphasize the missed shot break, it is unpredictable 
If your 5 man can’t outlet it 
He circles them up to do this 
Have fun with the missed break 
It is just filling lanes, who knows what is going to happen 
Better defense you play the more freedom you will have on offense 
Spend more time on defense than offense 
 
SECONDARY 
Number break 
Thur series 
The cut the point gd through after wing entry, wing runs a pick and roll with trailer, once 
the 2 man gets to the top, 1 who had gone to opposite block, changes direction and 
comes back to the 2s spot off a stagger with 5 and 4. 
 
Swing series 
Reverse it t the opposite corner 
4 pick and roll with 3, point goes to ball side block and comes off a stagger to the corner 
on swing series you go into it, anytime they swing the ball 
 
 
Option 
If they could get it to the left side  1- cross screens and on the reversal they did screen 
the screener for point who had cross screened 
 
Ball screen series 
1 gets a drag screen (4 man) with the trail who went to the open area 
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which free flows into swing series  
 
The end in 3 out 2  
CONTINUITY SERIES 
-do something they know what they are doing 
 
SPECIAL CALLS 
 
 
 


